Insights into selected genetic diseases affecting the female reproductive tract and their implication for pathologic evaluation of gynecologic specimens.
Recent advances in the understanding of genetic conditions involving the female genital tract and mechanisms of carcinogenesis in this setting affect patient management and thus necessitate appropriate pathologic evaluation of specimens. In the past, specimens from prophylactic surgery were a rarity; however, they are now more frequently encountered and often require a significant variation from routine processing methods. Pathologists also receive more specimens requiring prospective workup for possible underlying genetic conditions such as microsatellite instability. To summarize the current knowledge of important genetic and hereditary conditions affecting the female reproductive organs while highlighting the resulting practical significance for specimen handling, "grossing," and microscopic evaluation in gynecologic pathology. This update is based on a review of recent peer-reviewed literature and the experience with cases at the parent institutions. Gynecologic specimens received from patients with certain genetic conditions require specific clinicopathologic knowledge for appropriate pathologic examination. The evaluation of prophylactic resection specimens focuses on the detection of cancer precursors and possible occult disease, which may require a more thorough and detailed examination than an obvious carcinoma. Standardized protocols for handling prophylactic gynecologic resection specimens are available for some, but not all, types of specimens. The prospective evaluation of a gynecologic pathology specimen for potential genetic conditions such as microsatellite instability is a very recent subject. Currently, well-established protocols are not available; however, as clinical and prognostic significance has become more clearly elucidated, familiarity with this evolving field is increasingly important to properly assess these pathologic specimens.